ServiceNow Performance
Analytics Implementation
for a leading US based
Insurance Company

ATTENTION. ALWAYS.

ABOUT THE
CUSTOMER

Having been established and in operation for over 60 years,
the client is one of the biggest insurance companies in the
United States. Headquartered in California, the company also
serves in Australia, Ireland, Canada and the UK. The client is
primarily associated with vision care health insurance and their
products include eyeglass frames and lenses.

CHALLENGES

The customer had already adopted and implemented a Performance
Analytics module, but was not able to harness it efficiently to reap
maximum benefits from it. They were unable to come up with proper
attributes and logic to track and pinpoint the bottlenecks in their incident,
problem and change processes. Moreover, there was also a potential
need to construct a dashboard based on the KPIs of each module – a
task that proved to be challenging for the client as they could not come
up with the corresponding logic and design. The following are the
business and technical challenges faced by the customer.

Reduced incident response
time by 40%

BUSINESS
CHALLENGES

The client suffered frequent process delays which adversely impacted
the delivery deadlines. Additionally, the respective stakeholders were
also not accounted for such delays. From the senior management’s
perspective, there was a constant need for project status updates all
the time, but it was not delivered. The customer also experienced
hardships with respect to license compliance issues and was having
difficulties in identifying the roles and license count for the users that
are non-compliant.

TECHNICAL
CHALLENGES

There were outdated KB articles in the system and the process
of identifying and segregating them was cumbersome. Since
complex logics were deployed for pulling reports, the overall
system performance was slowed down. The logic and KPIs
devised and adopted were not reliably accurate in tracking the
process. The client’s first on attempt at using a few third-party
tools to fix the issues was rendered inadequate as they were not
as robust as they wanted it to be.

Increase catalogue consumption
by 200%

SOLUTION

In the consulting phase, Aspire examined the environment thoroughly
and recommended KPIs that would solve the customer’s issues and
provided inferences from the obtained reports. Some of the key KPIs
include -- Response Time Metrics, Mean Time to Resolve (MTTR), TurnAround Time (TAT), Trend by Volume of Tickets, and so on. 		
A noteworthy feature in the process is that the status snapshot of all the
modules will be available in a single page for instant viewing.
Furthermore, license calculation dashboard was provided for ITBM
modules. As a testimony to its capabilities, Aspire could locate the roles
in Financial Management module that were non-compliant and guided
the client in resolving the issue by acting as an interface between them
and ServiceNow. Likewise, the KPIs were identified for Knowledge
Management module that would categorize the KB articles based on
the usage, usefulness and effectiveness of the articles. Aspire has also
designed a target notification feature for the users that would notify
them of the success or failure of the scheduled jobs.

The whole process was carried out in adherence to the best industry standards. Aspire also ensured
adherence to the client’s policies such as proper auditing which was constituted by daily scheduled jobs
and designed intimation system. The other aspects that were followed during the solution implementation
are - naming standards, guidelines for dashboard design and indicator creation. Aspire also ensured that no
redundant logics were deployed while pulling data

TECHNOLOGY
Technology Snapshot
Platform – ServiceNow

RESULTS
AND ROI

The various bottlenecks in different processes were identified
and minimized by means of KPIs, which consequently resulted
in process improvement. Apart from successfully designing a
single system of record for all reports, Aspire’s pure offshore
model solution also dealt with the compliance issues and
rectified them.
The solution enabled much better utilization of the
Performance Analytics module with at least 60% improvisation
on capacity than before. It also warranted better
communication in handling issues. The well thought-out and
implemented solution have also resulted in 10% cost cut down
from the total licensing fee.

Improvisation of PA module
by 60%

CUSTOMER
TESTIMONIAL

“Because of Aspire, the last 3 to 6 months, we’ve dropped our
incident response time by something like 40% which is notable.
We’ve had request management; the catalog items that come in,
the response time for those are dropped by 20%. In the last 6 to 9
months, we’ve increased catalog consumption by almost 200%”
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